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Abstract—In the context of the humanoid robotic soccer,
the goalie behaviour is a challenging problem that requires
a proper interaction between the goalie and the state of the
game. We propose a methodology to model this behaviour by
splitting it into two sub problems: catching and positioning. Both
problems are solved using Reinforcement Learning (RL) based
behaviors. Learning is performed using a 3D robotic simulator
and preliminary results indicate the correctness of the problem
design and validates the use of RL methodologies.

Keywords—Reinforcement Learning, Robotic Soccer, Robotic
Behaviors.

I. INTRODUCTION

The design of complex behaviors and skills has been a
long term goal in robotics. Handcrafted behaviors are feasible
only on simple domains and require expert knowledge of
the specific application, so its use is usually restricted. Even
when feasible, such behaviors achieve limited performances
as they are hand-coded and consists mainly on hard-decisions.
To adress this issue several methodologies have been used,
such as controllers, fuzzy-systems and machine learning ap-
proaches. Among these, the use of Reinforcement Learning
(RL) becomes a natural choice, as it enables systems to learn
by interacting with their environments. RL has reported several
successful applications in robotics [1], with the application
domains varying between drones, locomotion and grasping.
In this paper we propose the use of Reinforcement Learn-
ing in robotic soccer, which is a robotic testbed in which
several teams compete against each other providing an ideal
environment for research. Specifically, in this work, the goalie
behaviors are studied, since the goalie performance is critical
during plays, and little or no research has been reported
regarding this problem.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: In Section
II the problem domain is introduced formally, along with
the specific problems to solve. In section , RL and selected
implementations are presented. Then, in Section , the goalie
behaviors are identified and designed in the RL framework.

II. ROBOTIC SOCCER

Robotic soccer is a scientific testbed for robotic applica-
tions. It consists on two teams of robots, which must play
a game similar to human soccer. Several varation (or leagues)
exists in robotic soccer, where different platforms are used. For

example, robots may be biped, quadruped, wheeled, human-
shaped and/or human-sized. Every year, a robot competition
is held, to enable different teams to benchmark their research
against other institutions, favoring a competitive research, and
widespread of knolwedge and the state of the art.

A. Standard Platform League

Among the different leagues in robotic soccer, the Standard
Platform League (SPL), provides an ideal environment, since
the robots used by all teams are the same model, its many
limitations are representative of real robotic applications and
are highly challenging. Some of the limitations present in
the SPL league, are the limited computational resouces, the
limited information from human-like sensors, and the limited
actuators.

B. Goalie

As the result in robotic soccer depends on the goals scored
by each team, the goalie behavior is critical in the team
performance. In this work, the goalie behaviors are identified
and modeled using the Reinforcement Learning framework.
Specifically, two behaviors are identified: Positioning and
Catching. The goalie positioning consists on the ability to
position intself defensing the goal, while being able to clear the
ball from the area when convenient, and the Goalie Catching,
consists on the decision to perform a specially designed motion
to catch the ball or remain standing.

III. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING

Reinforcement Learning is a learning paradigm in which
learning agents interact with their environment, observes the
changes in the environment produed by the excecuted actions,
and plans its actions in order to maximize a scalar function,
known as reward. The main difference between RL and other
learning paradigms, is that the agent is never given the correct
action to perform at any time (supervised signal), but instead
learns considering a semi-supervised signal (reward), which
assigns a score to each state-action pair. RL is modeled as
a sequential decision process, in which a stationary MDP is
assumed, and three components are present in the MDP: state,
action and reward.



A. Sarsa(λ)

Among the many Reinforcement Learning agents, SARSA,
is a widely used in robotic applications, as is an online
(updates the model every iteration), value-based (focuses on
estimating the expected return) and on-policy (estimates the
current policy) algorithm. The main idea of SARSA is a
repetitive state-action future reward evaluation, and a policy
derived from the estimated action-values which includes an
exploration strategy, such as ε − greedy or softmax, to both
explore the MDP and exploit the current policy in order to
improve the policy performance.

B. Continuous Spaces

The initial RL formulation and most algorithms assume
both discrete states and actions (MDP formulation). However,
a great amount of research has been dedicated in order to
generalize RL formulations into continuous problems. Specifi-
cally, in the case of continuous states, functions approximators
are used to estimate the action-values in algorithms such as
SARSA(λ) or Q−Learning. This approximation is usually
done using linear approximators, such as RBF networks, but
there are many implementations using different approximators.

IV. GOALIE BEHAVIORS

A. Catching Goalie

The catching goalie behavior consists on the robot throwing
to catch the ball when it’s directed towards the goal and
the catching possibility exists. Although this problem can
be solved by other methods, such as hand-crafted rules or
supervised learning, the RL framework gives the possibility
to test multiple scenarios, under different conditions, with no
need of supervised signals which would be time consuming.
By using an appropiate reward and state design, the RL
agent must learn under which conditions the robot must stand
or under which to throw. The goalie positiong behavior is
responsible for the robot walking actions, so this problem is
solved under the assumption that the robot is already aligned
to the ball.

1) State Space Design: The proposed state-space consists
on the ball actual and previous position (regressors) with
respect to the robot in cartesian coordinates as it can be seen
in figure 1. As is known that the ball is always in the floor,
only the x and y coordinates are used, giving the following
states:

• x0: The ball x position at t = 0.

• x−1: The ball x position at t = −1.

• y0: The ball y position at t = 0.

• y−1: The ball y position at t = −1.

Fig. 1. NAO robot axes.

This state model has the capacity of providing the position
and velocity of the ball at each instant. The current minimum
and maximum values that are used are:

TABLE I. GOALIE POSITIONING STATE SPACE

Name Min value [mm] Max value [mm]
x0 0 2750
x−1 0 2750
y0 0 1500
y−1 0 1500

The absolute value of y is used.

2) Action Space Design: The proposed action space is
rather simple, it consists in one output that indicates if the robot
must throw or remain standing. The throwing action consists
on the robot opening his legs to both sides, so it doesn’t
discriminate whether the ball goes to the left or right of the
robot, only if is going towards it. If this proof of concept turns
out to work as expected, the action space can be modified so
that the robot can choose the side were to throw, for example.

3) Reward Design: The objective of this reward is to give
positive feedback to the robot if it chooses to throw when the
catching possibility exists and if it chooses to remain standing
if there is no catching possibility (+1). Otherwise, it must
receive negative feedback (-1). Assuming that the robot is well
positioned (in front of the goal and aligned to the ball), then
the catching possibility is defined as when the ball is moving
towards the robot. To measure this, the position to which the
ball will pass the y axes of the robot is estimated. If it turns out
to be under a certain threshold, then the catching possibilty is
considered as positive (see figure 2). This threshold produces
a trade-off between the goalie reactivity and false positives,
values between 800 and 1200 mm give good results depending
on what is required.



Fig. 2. Catching possibility.

B. Goalie Positioning

The goalie positioning behavior consists on the robots
positioning with respect to the goal when the ball is near.
Besides just positioning, this behavior includes the act to clear
the ball (i.e kick the ball) to avoid dangerous game situations.
The basic positioning can be solved by other methods such as
rule-based behaviors. However this and other approaches solve
only the desired positioning but do not implement the actual
actions that would achieve such movement. Furthermore, as is
difficult to model whether or not the robot must defend the
goal or clear the ball, these approaches do not capture the real
complexity of the problem. The use of RL in this context,
makes possible to take into consideration all these situations,
and let the learning agent not only determine which high-lvel
action perform, but also provides the actual set of actions that
the robot must perform to complete its task. Finally, using RL
and an appropiate reward, the clearing behavior arises naturally
from a ball dependant reward.

1) State Space Design: The proposed state-space consists
on geometric relations between the goalie, the goal and the
ball. In this implementation the following state variables are
used:

• αGTR: The angle between the center of the goal and
the robot.

• αGTP : The bearing of the robot relative to the pro-
jection from the center of the goal to the ball.

• αGTB : The bearing of the robot relative to the ball.

• distGTR: The distance between the center of the goal
and the robot.

• distGTB : The disttance between the robot and the ball.

Table II presents the minimum and maximum values of the
state variables.

TABLE II. GOALIE POSITIONING STATE SPACE

Name Min value Max value
αGTR -90[] 90[]
αRTP -120[] 120[]
αRTB -120[] 120[]
distGTR 0[mm] 1500[mm]
distRTB 0[mm] 1500[mm]

2) Action Space Design: The proposed action space con-
sists on the velocity commands of the omnidirectional robotic
gait developed in [2] and released in [3]. This approach to
design a RL based controller over velocity commands has been
validated by previous studies such as [4][5] and [6], where
other behaviors such as ball dribbling and ball kicking are
studied. Table III presents the minimum and maximum values
for each omnidirectional axis.

TABLE III. GOALIE POSITIONING ACTION SPACE

Name Min value Max value
Vx -20[mm/s] 60[mm/s]
Vx -40[mm/s] 40[mm/s]
Vθ -20[/s] 20[/s]

3) Reward Design: As the reward defines the resulting
behavior, its design is critical and must keeping in mind
the objective to solve, while not introducing any bias in the
learning process. As the main goal in this behavior is an
optimal positioning of the goalie with respect to the ball and
goal, while also considering the ability to clear the ball, the
reward must consider this objectives using the state variables
in the reward function. The proposed reward is presented in
equation 5.

4αRGB = |αGTR − αGTB | (1)
goalieRef = min{goalRadius, 0.5 ∗ distGTB} (2)

rp = −
4αRGB
factor

− |distRGB − goalieRef |
goalRadius

(3)

rb = min{goalRadius, distGTB)/goalRadius} (4)
r = rp + rb (5)

In equation 5, 4αRGB represents the angle position-
ing error, goalieRef the preferred distance positioning, and
goalRadius the half-length of the goal. The objective of this
reward, as seen from equations 3 and 4 is to achieve both a
correct positioning and enable an agressive behavior to clear
the ball from the goalie area.

V. RESULTS

In this section results regarding the proposed behaviors and
their modelings are presented. All simulations are performed
using the SimRobot 3D robotic simulator, developed by B-
Human, and released in [3].

A. Catching Goalie

The first objective of this work was to prove that the
proposed state design and reward model would make the RL
agent to converge to a proper solution. This means to make
the goalie to throw if there exists a catching possibility. An
enviorment was programmed were in each episode the goalie
appears somewhere in the small area of the field with a two-
dimensional distribution centered in the center of this area (see
figure 3). Regarding the ball, it appears in front of the robot
at distance defined by an uniform distribution probability that
goes from 800 mm to 2250 mm, to consider cases in which the
robot is not totally aligned to the ball a gaussian distribution
over its position is added (see figure 4). At each episode a force
is applied to the ball so that the goalie can learn when to throw



and when to stand. The training instance was defined over
1000 episodes using an ε-greedy exploration strategy with a
decay of 0.2 and a SARSA agent. A suitable way of measuring
the performance of the catching goalie is yet to be defined,
although it’s possible to observe that the agent converges to
solutions that behave as expected. The mean reward over each
episode increases as the training instance advances, as it can
be seen in figure 5. In the first episodes this reward oscilates
towards cero (two posible rewards at each time step, 1 or -1),
and as the algorithm iterates, this reward approximates to 1.

Fig. 3. Goalie position distribution.

Fig. 4. Ball position distribution.

Fig. 5. Mean reward over each episode (1000 episodes).

B. Goalie Positioning

Figure 6 shows the learning process of the Goalie Posi-
tioning behavior. Initial performance is low due to its ran-
dom decision making, which also introduces high variance.
Later episodes improve performance considerably, while also
reducing performance variance, which confirms that the agent
learns the different operation points. Finally, variance cannot

be further reduced since ranom initialization of the scene in
each episode introduces a minimum variance in these results.

Fig. 6. Mean reward over each episode (1000 episodes).

VI. CONCLUSION

It has been presented a methodology for modeling the
goalie behaviour problem in the context of humanoid soccer
robotics, reducing as many as possible the state-space of the
problem, as to achieve results that can converge. The proposed
approach is splitted in two sub problems: the catching behavoir
and the positioning behavior, both of which were carried out
by using value-based policy RL, SARSA(λ).

The obtained results have shown that the proposed method-
ology is able to solve this problem as two independent ones,
but the work that is needed to be done in order to fusion these
behaviours is not explored in this paper. Although tests have
been done in real robots, in order to scale these results to
the real world more of these are required. According to the
best of our knowledge, no previous similar goalie behaviour
implementations have been published, in order to compare our
results.
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